Abstract. We present an online, heuristic algorithm for learning Conditional Preference networks (CP-nets) from user queries. This is the first efficient and resolute CP-net learning algorithm: if a preference order can be represented as a CP-net, our algorithm learns a CP-net in time n p , where p is a bound on the number of parents a node may have. The learned CP-net is guaranteed to be consistent with the original CP-net on all queries from the learning process. We tested the algorithm on randomly generated CP-nets; the learned CP-nets agree with the originals on a high percent of non-training preference comparisons.
Introduction
To support decision making, an intelligent agent often requires some way to learn what a human user prefers and concisely represent those preferences. CP-nets [1] offer a potentially compact qualitative representation of human preferences that operate under ceteris paribus ("with all else being equal") semantics. In this paper we present a novel algorithm through which an agent learns the preferences of a user. CP-nets are used to represent such preferences and are learned online through a series of queries generated by the algorithm. Our algorithm builds a CP-net for the user by creating nodes and initializing Conditional Preference Tables (CPTs) , then gradually adding edges and forming more complex CPTs consistent with responses to queries until a confidence parameter is reached or no further progress can occur. The algorithm does not always converge to the original CP-net, but our experiments show that it can learn a CP-net that closely tracks with the original for a set of outcome comparison queries not used in the learning phase. While one could treat the model learning process as one of replicating the structure of the original (latent) CP-net, we assume here that this is unnecessary, as long as the preferences modeled by the two networks differ by very little.
The problem of learning CP-nets from example data is known to be hard in general, even for acyclic, binary CP-nets (the class we consider here), and also for separable CP-nets (such as we use in the first phase of our algorithm; see Def. 1) [2, 3] . This has led to a diversity of proposed methods for learning CP-nets: a regressionbased approach [4, 5] , Angluin-style query learning [6, 7] , learning via reduction to 2-SAT [8] , and learning a CP-net indirectly via the exponentially larger preference graph [9] . Our work builds upon this body of previous research, particularly that of [2, 3] and [8] , but differs in several notable respects. First, our method is designed for an active, online environment in which the agent directly interacts with the user, rather than one in which the user's actions can be observed over time. Second, in our queries we allow for arbitrary outcome comparisons rather than (as in [6, 7] ) restricting to swap comparisons where outcomes differ in at most one variable. We believe our approach better reflects the rich environment in which human decisions are often made. Third, our algorithm is robust ; unlike [8] , for example, it will always output a CP-net. Finally, given a constant bound on the number of parents, our algorithm can learn a CP-net in polynomial time. This differs in particular from that of [9] , which in the worst case is of double-exponential complexity in the number of variables.
The remainder of our paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2 we review the use of CP-nets to model preferences. In Sec. 3 we present the algorithm itself, followed by analysis in Sec. 4. Section 5 consists of a series of experiments and significant results. We conclude with opportunities for future research.
Modeling Preferences with CP-nets
Consider a recommender system that assists customers in purchasing a guitar. The customer surely cannot consider every possible guitar, but will buy one that is satisfactory, given her preferences. Various factors differentiate the possibilities, such as brand, body, and color. We assume the customer can consistently rank alternatives: presented two guitars, she can say, "I prefer the first to the second." We further assume the customer can make more general comparisons, such as, "In general, I prefer the Fender brand to Gibson." But offered several alternatives, that customer may ultimately prefer a specific Gibson guitar based on other factors; that is, the user's preferences may be conditional.
More formally, by preference, we mean a strict partial order over a finite set of outcomes O by a user. Such outcomes can be factored into variables V with associated (binary) domains Dom(V): 
